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ILD: a multi purpose detector for the ILC

• Excellent vertexing very close to the IP
• Hybrid tracking system optimized for 

excellent resolution at high energies and
ultimate efficiency over a broad 
momentum range

• Particle flow as the key design driver

Up to HCAL all inside solenoidal coil of 3-4 T

~15 m
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ILD Cost Fraction (IDR-L, 2020)

Total 379 M€
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.01116


ILD Design Goals
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• Impact parameter resolution
σ(d0) < 5 ⊕ 10 / (p[GeV] sin3/2θ) μm

• Transverse momentum resolution
σ(1/pT) = 2 x 10-5 GeV-1⊕ 1 x 10-3 / (pT sin1/2θ) 

• Jet energy resolution
3-4% (around Ejet ~100 GeV)

• Hermeticity
θmin = 5 mrad

H→bb,cc,ττ

Total σ(e+e-→ZH)

Z/W/H→jj; H→invisible

H→invisible; BSM

Detector Requirements Physics Studies

~ LHC / 2

~ LHC / 10

~ LHC / 2

~ LHC / 3

pT resolution

dijet mass
ννWW & ννZZ

Bhabha rejection
vs. polar angle coverage
[PRD 101, 075053 (2020)]

c-tagging

b-tagging

ILD is optimized around particle flow:

• Highly granular calorimeters

• Low-mass trackers

• Highly detailed software reconstruction

→ Separation of clusters at particle level

Higgs recoil
against Z→μμ

arXiv:2003.01116

Slide heavily borrowed from Tomohiko Tanabe’s 2020 ICHEP talk

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.101.075053
https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.01116
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Material Budget in ILD

Drawing is approximate

ILD approx



International Linear Collider
Tohoku (Northeast), Japan

“Higgs factory”: 250 GeV

Future upgrades: 1 TeV and beyond

Energy of the facility:

Polarized beams:

©Rey.Hori
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P(e−) = 80% ; P(e+) = 30% (nominal)

e+e− linear collider ILC

Design of 
the cavern

20 km

30 km
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Impact of Bunch Structure on Detector 
Design

200 ms

1312 bunches

~1 ms

~0.5 μs

ILC 250
Bunch
Structure

ON

OFF …Power Pulsing

Typical reduction factor: between 2 and 20
Implementation demonstrated for calorimeter systems and VTX, under study for TPC

ON

OFF

→ Suggests “power pulsing” (5-10 Hz) of subdetectors with a duty cycle of ~a few %

This has major implications for the readout and DAQ design
- Trigger-less readout of the detector
- Minimizes cooling needs and associated material budget

When this was proposed for ILD, it was an 
absolut novum. Today LHC-B and ALICE are 
implementing this in a real detector.



The current state of the arts in ILD
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The work of ILD over the last years 
has been documented in the IDR
and published this year. 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.01116

https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.01116


Subdetector Status
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The main component of ILD 
have been validated and 
beam-tested

TPC

SDHCAL AHCAL

Si-ECAL

FCAL

Enormous effort went into the
the design, the test and the 
performance validation
of the sub-systems.

VTX (Belle II)



Critical areas in ILD
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Timing in the ECAL

SET Design and 
parameters

TPC endcap design, 
amplification 
technology

Forward design



Critical areas in ILD
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Strip or pixel

Detailed layout of 
forward disks

Transition VTX to 
FTD

Timing properties

DESY key player in many of these questions. 
Testbeam plays a central role in demonstrating 
the capabilities of the system.



Software and Reconstruction
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Enormous work by the software group over the past few years to transform the ILD software system

• Transition to DD4HEP and new central simulation 
framework

• Extension of capabilities towards multi-threading
• Constant modernization
• Move towards more and more common and shared 

software blocks
• PODIO
• DD4HEP
• Key4HEP
• …

• In particular the snowmass effort triggered
a large “community” effort

• New DST definition
• Interface to new tools like DELPHES
• Ease the access to data and tools
• Extensive tutorials for the community

The software work in ILD is central to ILD, and also a high priority part of the FTX work at DESY



Science
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Continued strong effort on analysis in the ILD context; 

• Nearly all analyses done in full simulation
• Carefull scrutiny of results, process to review papers within ILD is functioning well
• Significant number of publications in the last year to follow up on the IDR

Simlulated H→mumu signal in ILD Dependence of the error on the momentum resolution

arxiv:2009.04340

https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.04340


List of recent papers
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ILD and the IDT: the environment
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IDT WG 1: Tatsuya Nakada

IDT WG 2: Shinichioro Michizono

IDT WG 3: Hitoshi Murayama

Interfaces

Technologies

Science

Software

Speakers bureau

Position ILD in these new 
structures. 

We want to be a driver of the
program of the IDT 



A possible time line

• T+1Q Creation of a review body (ILCC) by prelab

• T+3Q Call for expression of interests by ILCC

• T+1 year: review of submitted EOI’s

• T+1.5 years call for LOI’s

• T+2 years review LOI by ILCC

• T+2.5 years down-select on the appropriate number of experiments

• T+3.5 years invitation to submit TDR’s

• T+5 years Submission of TDR’s

2022

2027

Window of 
opportunity for
a new round of 
R&DGrow ILD 

significantly, 
attract new 

groups

Based on a proposal by IDT1 and Frank Simon 



Impact on ILD I
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Develop a clear plan on needed R&D for ILD

• What promising direction of R&D do we see to further improve ILD
• Timing
• Forward
• …

• Technology scouting: what new technologies do we see emerging which we can use to 
• Either make ILD better
• Or make ILD cheaper

ILD is very well positioned: 
• Application of our technologies: CMS Calo upgrade, Belle VTX, T2K TPC, ALICE TPC
• We have committed to concrete implementations where needed, we are open where sensible

• Example calorimeter vs. Silicon tracking
• We have from very early on included overall integration and coherence in our discussions and work.



Impact on ILD II
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ILD has done a lot on the software and reconstruction side: 

• We are currently driving the field here within the e+e ILC community
• We are reaching out to other communities (linear, circular, FCC-HH)

There is enormous progress out there on computing, computing models, computing implementations, 
analysis methods and tools.

• Multi-threading
• GPU based computing
• Quantum computing
• AI use in reconstruction and analysis…

We need to position ILD in this rapidly developing area. 
We can expect to see a heavy influx of new people into this area in the future
We will need to understand the role DESY can play in this. 



Summary
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ILD has been functioning well over the last years. 

The structures we have defined work well. 

We are currently in the process to renew the ILD management

We have achieved a major milestone 
with the publication of the IDR

We are in the process of defining 
a future program for ILD

We are striving for a continued strong 
contribution by DESY and by FTX to ILD.

ILD meeting at KEK, 2019


